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About This Game

In the year 2048, a high-altitude airliner built to carry man’s dreams crashed, leading to the loss of countless lives. At the same
time, following the unforeseen death of Amamiya Daigo -- the astronaut once lauded as a hero -- the field of space development

entered a period of stagnation.

Two years later, in 2050, Hinata Youichi attends high school as the sole survivor of the crash, his memories lost from the shock
caused by the accident. After jointly founding the so-called Space Club, Youichi and his friend Amamiya Ginga, the son of

Amamiya Daigo, spent their school days building a rocket -- until one fateful night, a mysterious young girl called Aries crash-
lands near them, her memories also lost from the shock of the landing.

Youichi, unable to leave Aries to fend for herself, decides to take the girl in, and so the two begin their new lives under the same
roof ...
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OS: Vista
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Rude, crude, and totally entertaining. Challenging puzzles with a hilarious story line. A must have for any one who liked Puzzle
Agent.. If you're buying this because you're an achievement hunter and think this looks like an easy-completion... Don't.
Hell, even if you're not; just don't.

This game is tedious, boring, riddled with bugs and crashes on a regular basis. Oh, and it regularly wipes your save data as well -
or crashes when you try to load a save.

The gameplay is minimal and repetitive, the game is 1% base\/resource management and 99% quick-time events.

The devs don't appear to be interested in fixing the bugs that multiple people have reported.

So, in conclusion, don't buy this game.. fun game bute some items are not balanced enough. The reason I wanted to get
this is because of Kushina <3 Some Waifu Material right there XD GET THIS NOW. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED..
This, like the previous item of DLC is very short. It has 2 survival levels that I don't particularly enjoy and 2 puzzle
levels. One of these is more frustrating than satisfying to solve. So I'd probably give this one a miss.. I highly
recommend this game.

Pros:
+It's mighty switch force, it's challenging and fun
+Patricia Wagon is best girl
+Iggy from jojo's bizzare adventure
+Full view of the stage (really easy for me to figure everything out
+only 10 bucks

Cons:
-Glitchy (being a Early Access game, you would expect this)
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certainly better than other culture packs. if you want to buy one, buy this or the empires of sand DLC. I got to call people out on
logical fallacies without feeling like a neckbeard.. NoName stands amongst the greatest of all villains, so reclusive that the plot
(what counts as a plot) often forgets that he is involved at all.
The voice acting and the dialogue are excellent. The broken english and confused syntax spoken by the Czech protaginists
should be lauded in the gaming community.
And the plot! An absolute original where the player is thrust into a cyber-punk setting and set on a journey as a slum-rat screwed
by the system. Mega-companies and the state run the world and you must play your small part (literally) in tearing the system
down.
8 hours of mediocre gameplay could be yours today!. PLEASE NOTE: MY RECOMMENDATION COMES WITH A HUGE
ASTERISK!
* This game is actually terrible!

However, it's a kind of terrible that I cannot help but find hilarious, it's the kind of terrible that I cannot help but laugh my
damn\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off at. The plane flying minigame alone is so damn funny, due to it's utterly
broken control scheme, that it's a barrel of goddamn laughs.

If you're looking for a serious experience, battlefield 1942 or the like, stay away from this game as it's probably one of the worst
FPS games I've played. However, I have way more fun with this than I do C.O.D and in comparison to other
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 FPS games, it's better than some cynical\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665piece of
trash like Stealth Force: The War on Terror. The game tries to have a lot of variety and you're bound to find something so inept
that you'll burst out laughing at it.

A complete and utter abomination... but a hilarious one at that.. It's a good time waster and it brings back that feeling you got
when watching starship troopers. BUT, god damn can we get a setting that turns of the particles for when enemies and objects
blow up?

I can run the game on max grapics fine but all the particles when a horde of enemies or minerls blow up it starts laging to hell
and back.

I give it a 7 out of 10. 2 taken off because of the particle lag and 1 for the repeating music it gets hell of annoying when you
realize its on loop.
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